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Test Collections and Measures for Evaluating

Customer-Helpdesk Dialogues

Zhaohao Zeng1,a) Cheng Luo2,b) Lifeng Shang3,c) Hang Li3,d) Tetsuya Sakai1,e)

Abstract: We address the problem of evaluating textual, task-oriented dialogues between the customer and the

helpdesk, such as those that take the form of online chats. As an initial step towards evaluating automatic helpdesk

dialogue systems, we have constructed a test collection comprising 3,700 real Customer-Helpdesk multi-turn dialogues

by mining Weibo, a major Chinese social media. We have annotated each dialogue with multiple subjective quality

annotations and nugget annotations. In addition, 10% of the dialogues have been manually translated into English.

Our test collection, DCH-1, will be made publicly available for research purposes. We also propose a simple nugget-

based evaluation measure for task-oriented dialogue evaluation, which we call UCH, and explore its usefulness and

limitations.

C: I copied a picture from my PC to my mobile phone, but it kind of 

looks fuzzy on the phone. How can I solve this? P.S. I’m no good at 

computers and mobile phones.

H: Please synchronise your PC and phone using iTunes first, and 

then upload your picture.

C: I’d done the synchronisation but did not upload it with XXX 

Mobile Assistant.  I managed to do so by following your advice. You 

are a real expert, thank you!

H: You are very welcome. If you have any problems using XXX 

Mobile Phone Software, please contact us again, or visit XXX.com. 

Trigger

Confirmation

Solution

Fig. 1 An example of a dialogue between Customer (C) and Helpdesk (H).

1. Introduction

Whenever a user of a commercial product or a service encoun-

ters a problem, an effective way to solve it would be to contact the

helpdesk. Efficient and successful dialogues are desirable both

for the customer and the company that sells the product/service.

Recent advances in artificial intelligence suggest that, in the not-

too-distant future, these human-human Customer-Helpdesk dia-

logues will be replaced by human-machine ones. In order to

build and efficiently tune automatic helpdesk systems, reliable

automatic evaluation methods for task-oriented dialogues are re-

quired.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a Customer-Helpdesk dialogue. It

can be observed that it is initiated by Customer’s report of a par-

ticular problem she is facing, which we call a trigger. This is

an example of a successful dialogue, for Helpdesk provides an
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actual solution to the problem and Customer acknowledges that

the problem has been solved. Unlike the classical closed-domain

task-oriented dialogues, Helpdesk may have to handle diverse re-

quests, which makes it impossible for us to solve the problems by

pre-defined slot filling schemes (See Section 2.2).

In the present study, we address the problem of evaluating

textual Customer-Helpdesk dialogues, such as those that take

the form of online chats. As an initial step towards evaluat-

ing automatic helpdesk dialogue systems, we have constructed

a test collection comprising 3,700 real customer-helpdesk multi-

turn dialogues by mining Weibo*1, a major Chinese social me-

dia. We have annotated each dialogue with subjective quality an-

notations (task statement, task accomplishment, customer satis-

faction, helpdesk appropriateness, customer appropriateness) as

well as nugget annotations. In addition, 10% of the dialogues

have been manually translated into English. Our test collec-

tion, DCH-1 (Dialogues between Customer and Helpdesk) will

be made publicly available for research purposes, along with a

smaller pilot collection DCH-0, which contains 234 dialogues.

We also propose a simple nugget-based evaluation measure for

task-oriented dialogue evaluation, which we call UCH (Utility

for Customer and Helpdesk), and explore its usefulness and limi-

tations*2.

2. Related Work

2.1 Evaluating Non-Task-Oriented Dialogues

Galley et al. [2] proposed Discriminative BLEU, which gen-

eralises BLEU [9]: Discriminative BLEU introduces positive

and negative weights to human references (i.e., gold standard

responses) in the computation of n-gram-based precision. Hi-

gashinaka et al. [3] ran the first Dialogue Breakdown Detection

Challenge using Japanese human-machine chat corpora, to eval-

*1 http://www.weibo.com
*2 This is a follow-up study of Sakai, Zeng and Luo [13].
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uate the system’s ability to detect the point in a given dialogue

where it becomes difficult to continue due to the system’s in-

appropriate response. At NTCIR-12, the first Short Text Con-

versation (STC) task was run using Weibo data (for the Chinese

subtask) and Twitter data (for the Japanese subtask), attracting

22 participating teams [14]. The STC task required participating

systems to return a valid comment in response to an input tweet

(given without any prior context).

2.2 Evaluating Task-Oriented Dialogues

Two decades ago, Walker et al. [15] proposed the PARADISE

(PARAdigm for Dialogue System Evaluation) framework for

evaluating task-oriented spoken dialogue systems. PARADISE

requires an attribute-value matrix that represents the task: for ex-

ample, for the train timetable domain, attributes such as “depart-

city,” “arrival-city” and “depart-time” must be specified in ad-

vance. This is contrast to our helpdesk case because, while it

is task-oriented, the required attributes depend on the customer’s

problem and cannot be listed up exhaustively in advance. The

PARADISE framework was subsequently used in the DARPA

COMMUNICATOR Programme that evaluated spoken dialogue

systems in the travel planning domain [16]. Lowe et al. [7]

released the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus, which contains 930,000

human-human dialogues extracted from Ubuntu chats. Chats in-

volving more than two parties are automatically disentangled to

form dyadic dialogues. Their effort is more similar to ours than

the aforementioned studies on task-oriented dialogue evaluation

in that they focus primarily on unstructured dialogues rather than

slot-filling. Hone and Graham [4] used a large questionnaire to

evaluate an in-car speech interface and identified system response

accuracy, likeability, cognitive demand, annoyance, habitability

and speed as the key factors in subjective evaluation by means

of factor analysis; their approach is known as SASSI (Subjective

Assessment of Speech System Interfaces).

2.3 Evaluating Textual Information Access

While measures such as BLEU and ROUGE [5] use automat-

ically extracted textual units of comparison, manually-devised

nuggets have been used in both summarisation evaluation [8] and

question answering evaluation. In the TREC Question Answering

(QA) tracks, a nugget is defined as “a fact for which the annota-

tor could make a binary decision as to whether a response con-

tained that nugget.” Having constructed nuggets, a (weighted)

recall, precision and F-measure scores can be computed, except

that precision needs to be “approximated” since one cannot count

the number of “non-nuggets” (i.e., irrelevant pieces of informa-

tion) in the system output [6].

In contrast to the aforementioned measures which treat a text

as a set of small textual units, S-measure [12] evaluates textual

summaries for mobile search by incorporating a decay factor

for nugget weights based on nugget positions. This reflects the

view that important nuggets should be presented first and that

we should minimise the amount of text that the user has to read.

U-measure [11], a generalisation of S-measure for various infor-

mation access tasks, constructs a string called trailtext, which is

a concatenation of all the texts that the user has read (obtained

Table 1 Test collection statistics. ∗Only 40 dialogues from DCH-0 were

annotated with nuggets.

DCH-0 DCH-1

Source www.weibo.com

Language Chinese

Data timestamps Jan. 2013 - Sep. 2016

#Dialogues 234 3,700

#English translations 40 370

#Helpdesk accounts 16 161

Avg. #posts/dialogue 13.402 4.512

Avg. #utterance blocks 12.021 4.162

/dialogue

Avg. post length 35.011 44.568

(#chars)

Avg. utterance block length 39.031 48.313

length (#chars)

#annotators/dialogue 2 3

Subjective annotation TS, TA, CS, HA, CA

criteria (See Section 3.4)

Nugget types CNUG0, CNUG, HNUG,

CNUG∗, HNUG∗

(See Section 3.5)

Triggerless dialogues 1∗ 184

by observation or by assuming a user model). Then, over the

trailtext, a linear decay function is defined. The present study

proposes a dialogue evaluation measure inspired by U-measure.

3. Designing and Building DCH-1

3.1 Overview

Our ultimate goal is automatic evaluation of human-machine

Customer-Helpdesk dialogues. As a first step towards it, we built

two test collections based on real (i.e., human-human) Customer-

Helpdesk dialogues, which we call DCH-0 and DCH-1. We be-

lieve that, while subjective dialogue evaluation can evaluate the

dialogue as a whole, automatic evaluation methods will eventu-

ally require more local pieces of evidence from the dialogue text

for close diagnosis. For this reason, we collected both subjec-

tive annotations and nugget annotations for each dialogue, in the

hope that automatic evaluation measures defined as a function

of nuggets may be able to predict subjective scores with reason-

able accuracy. While our test collections contain manually iden-

tified nuggets, a possible next step would be to devise ways to

extract them automatically. Another possible benefit of construct-

ing nuggets is that a set of nuggets collected from a dialogue may

also be useful for evaluating a different dialogue that discusses a

similar problem (i.e., reusability).

DCH-0, our smaller collection, was used to establish an ef-

ficient and reliable test collection construction procedure. For

example, although we started constructing DCH-0 by using the

number of posts in each dialogue for sampling dialogues of dif-

ferent lengths, where a post refers to a piece of timestamped text

entered by either Customer or Helpdesk, we quickly realised that

posts are often a mere artifact of the Weibo users’ arbitrary hits of

the ENTER key, and that they are not suitable as the basic seman-

tic unit. Based on this experience, we used the utterance block

as the basis for measuring the length of a dialogue in DCH-1,

formed by merging all consecutive posts by the same utterer.

Table 1 provides some statistics of DCH-0 and DCH-1. As

shown in the table, 184 of the 3,700 DCH-1 dialogues are “trig-
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gerless,” by which we mean that Customer and Helpdesk ex-

change remarks even though Customer does not seem to be fac-

ing any problem (cf. Fig. 1)*3. Below, we discuss the construction

and validation of DCH-1.

3.2 Dialogue Mining

The 3,700 Helpdesk dialogues contained in the DCH-1 test col-

lection were mined from Weibo in September 2016 as follows.

(1) We collected an initial set of Weibo accounts by searching

Weibo account names that contained keywords such as “assis-

tant” and “helper” (in Chinese). We denote this set by A0. (2) For

each account name a in A0, we added a prefix “@” to a and used

the string as a query for searching up to 40 conversational threads

(i.e., initial post plus comments on it) that contain a mention of

the official account*4. We then filtered out accounts that did not

respond to over one half of these threads. We denote the filtered

set of “active” accounts as A. (3) For each account a in A, we re-

trieved all threads that contain a mention of a from January 2013

to September 2016, and extracted Customer-Helpdesk dyadic di-

alogues from them. We then kept those that consist of at least

one utterance block by Customer and one by Helpdesk. As a re-

sult, 21,669 dialogues were obtained. This collection is denoted

as D0. (4) As D0 is too large for annotation, we sampled 3,700

dialogues from it as follows. For i = 2, 3, . . . , 6, we randomly

sampled 700 dialogues that contained i utterance blocks. In ad-

dition, we randomly sampled 200 that contained i = 7 utterance

blocks; we could not sample 700 dialogues for i = 7 as D0 did

not contain enough dialogues that are very long.

10% (370) of the Chinese Dialogues in DCH-1 were manu-

ally translated English by a professional translation company for

research purposes.

3.3 Annotators

We hired 16 Chinese undergraduate students from the Faculty

of Science and Engineering at Waseda University so that each

Chinese dialogue was annotated independently by three annota-

tors. The assignment of dialogues to annotators was randomised;

given a dialogue, each annotator first read the entire dialogue

carefully, and then gave it ratings according to the five subjec-

tive annotation criteria described in Section 3.4; finally, he/she

identified nuggets within the same dialogue, where nuggets were

defined as described in Section 3.5. An initial face-to-face in-

struction and training session for the annotators was organised by

the first author of this paper at Waseda University; subsequently,

the annotators were allowed to do their annotation work online

using a web-browser-based tool at their convenient location and

time. The number of dialogues assigned to each annotator was

3, 700 ∗ 3/16 = 693.75 on average; all of them completed their

work within two weeks as they were initially asked to do. The

actual annotation time spent by each annotator was 18-20 hours.

*3 We tried filtering out these triggerless dialogues for the analyses reported

in Section 5, but the effect of this on our results was not substantial.
*4 Weibo’s interface for conversational threads is somewhat different from

Twitter’s: comments to a post are not displayed on the main timeline;

they are displayed under each post only if the “comments” button is

clicked.

Fig. 2 Subjective annotation criteria.

3.4 Subjective Annotation

By subjective annotation, we mean manual quantification of

the quality of a dialogue as a whole. As there are two players

involved in a Customer-Helpdesk dialogue, we wanted to accom-

modate the following two viewpoints:

Customer’s viewpoint Does Helpdesk solve Customer’s prob-

lem efficiently? Customer may want a solution quickly while

providing minimal information to Helpdesk.

Helpdesk’s viewpoint Does Customer provide accurate and

sufficient information so that Helpdesk can provide the right

solution? Helpdesk also wants to solve Customer’s problem

through minimal interactions, as these interactions translate

directly into cost for the company.

Moreover, we wanted to assess customer satisfaction as this is

of utmost importance for both parties. While customer satisfac-

tion ratings should ideally be collected from the real customer at

the time of dialogue termination, we had no choice but to collect

surrogate, post-hoc ratings by the annotators instead.

By considering the above points as well as our results from the

smaller DCH-0 collection, we finally devised the following five

subjective annotation criteria:

Task Statement Whether the task (i.e., the problem to be

solved) is clearly stated by Customer (denoted by TS);

Task Accomplishment Whether the task is actually accom-

plished (denoted by TA);

Customer Satisfaction Whether Customer is likely to have

been satisfied with the dialogue, and to what degree (denoted

by CS);

Helpdesk Appropriateness Whether Helpdesk provided ap-

propriate information (denoted by HA);

Customer Appropriateness Whether Customer provided ap-

propriate information (denoted by CA).

Fig. 2 shows the actual instructions for annotators: note that CS is

on a five-point scale (−2 to 2), while the other four are on a three-

point scale (−1 to 1). Table 2 shows the inter-rater agreement (for

three assessors) of the subjective labels in terms of Fleiss’ κ [1]

and Randolph’s κfree [10]; κfree is known to be more suitable when

the labels are heavily skewed across the categories, which is in-

deed the case here. It can be observed that the agreement among

the three assessors is low, except perhaps for TS, which reflects

the highly subjective nature of this labelling task.
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Table 2 Inter-annotator agreement of the subjective annotations for DCH-

1 (3,700 dialogues, 3 annotators per dialogue). Note that Fleiss’

κ and Randolph’s κfree treat the ratings as nominal categories. For

CS, 2 and 1 were treated as 1, and −2 and −1 were treated as −1.

Fleiss’ κ Randolph’s κfree

TS 0.301 0.719

TA 0.273 0.324

CS 0.276 0.318

HA 0.197 0.245

CA 0.141 0.216

Customer’s 

initial state

(facing a 

problem)

Customer’s 

target state

(problem 

solved)

Different paths that lead

from Customer’s current state

to target state

Helpdesk-Customer interactions that 

do not directly lead Customer to an 

intermediate state or Target state

An intermediate state, where the problem is 

not quite solved yet but Customer is a little 

closer towards Target state 

Contribution

of a nugget

Fig. 3 Task accomplishment as state transitions, and the role of a nugget.

3.5 Nugget Annotation

We had three annotators independently identify nuggets for

each dialogue as follows. At the instruction and training session,

annotators were given the diagram shown in Fig. 3, which reflects

our view that accumulating nuggets will eventually solve Cus-

tomer’s problem, together with a written definition of nuggets,

as described below. (1) A nugget is a post, or a sequence of

consecutive posts by the same utterer (i.e., either Customer or

Helpdesk). (2) It can neither partially nor wholly overlap with

another nugget. (3) It should be minimal: that is, it should not

contain irrelevant posts at the start, the end or in the middle. An

irrelevant post is one that does not contribute to the Customer

transition (See Fig. 3). (4) It helps Customer transition from Cur-

rent State (including Initial State) towards Target State (i.e., when

the problem is solved).

Note that we utilise Weibo posts as the atomic building blocks

for forming nuggets; This takes into account the remark by Wang

et al. [17]: “Experience from question answering evaluations has

shown that users disagree about the granularity of nuggets—for

example, whether a piece of text encodes one or more nuggets

and how to treat partial semantic overlap between two pieces of

text.”

Compared to traditional nugget-based information access eval-

uation that was discussed in Section 2.3, there are two unique

features in nugget-based helpdesk dialogue evaluation: (1) A di-

alogue involves two parties, Customer and Helpdesk; (2) Even

within the same utterer, nuggets are not homogeneous, by which

we mean that some nuggets may play special roles. In partic-

ular, since the dialogues we consider are task-oriented (but not

closed-domain, which makes slot filling approaches infeasible),

there must be some nuggets that represent the state of identifying

the task and those that represent the state of accomplishing it.

Based on the above considerations, we defined the following

four mutually exclusive nugget types:

CNUG0 Customer’s trigger nuggets. These are nuggets that

define Customer’s initial problem, which directly caused

Table 3 Inter-annotator agreement of the nugget annotations for DCH-1

(3,700 dialogues, 3 annotators per dialogue). NAN means “not a

nugget.” 95% CI for κ are also shown.

Fleiss’ κ κfree

Helpdesk (#total posts)

(HNUG/HNUG* .174 .253

/NAN) [.165, .184]

Customer (#total posts)

(CNUG0/CNUG .488 .529

/CNUG*/NAN) [.481, .496]

Customer to contact Helpdesk.

HNUG Helpdesk’s regular nuggets. These are nuggets in

Helpdesk’s utterances that are useful from Customer’s point

of view.

CNUG Customer’s regular nuggets. These are nuggets in Cus-

tomer’s utterances that are useful from Helpdesk’s point of

view.

HNUG∗ Helpdesk’s goal nuggets. These are nuggets in

Helpdesk’s utterances which provide the Customer with a

solution to the problem.

CNUG∗ Customer’s goal nuggets. These are nuggets in Cus-

tomer’s utterances which tell Helpdesk that Customer’s

problem has been solved.

Each nugget type may or may not be present in a dialogue. Mul-

tiple nuggets of the same type may be present in a dialogue.

Using a pull-down menu on our web-browser-based tool, as-

sessors categorised each post into CNUG0, CNUG, HNUG,

CNUG∗, HNUG∗, or NAN (not a nugget). Then, consecutive

posts with the same label (e.g., CNUG followed by CNUG) were

automatically merged to form a nugget.

Table 3 shows the inter-annotator agreement of the nugget an-

notations, where the posts are used as the basis for comparison.

The 3,700 dialogues in DCH-1 contains a total of 7,155 Helpdesk

posts, all of which were annotated independently by three annota-

tors, producing a total of 21,465 annotations, A direct comparison

with the subjective annotation agreement shown in Table 2 would

be difficult, since both the annotation unit (dialogues vs. nuggets)

and the annotation schemes (numerical ratings vs. nugget types)

are different. However, it can be observed that the agreement for

Customer nuggets is substantially higher than for the Helpdesk

nuggets. A possible explanation for this would be that it is easier

for annotators to judge the contribution of Customer’s utterances

for reaching his/her target state than to judge that of Helpdesk, at

least for regular nuggets: while Helpdesk often asks Customer for

more information regarding the problem context, it is Customer’s

utterances that actually provide that information.

While directly comparing the inter-annotator agreement of

subjective annotation and nugget annotation seems difficult, we

would like to compare the intra-annotator consistency by mak-

ing each annotator process the same dialogue multiple times in

our future work.

4. UCH: A Dialogue Evaluation Measure

We now propose an evaluation measure that leverages nuggets

for quantifying the quality of Customer-Helpdesk dialogues. We

regard a Customer-Helpdesk dialogue as a trailtext of U-measure,

which may or may not contain nuggets. Let pos denote the posi-
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tion (i.e., offset from the beginning of the dialogue) of a nugget;

for ideographic languages such as Chinese and Japanese, we use

the number of characters to define the offset position. Given a pa-

tience parameter L, we define a decay function over the trailtext

as [11]:

D(pos) = max(0, 1 −
pos

L
) . (1)

This is for discounting the value of a nugget that appear later in

the dialogue; at position L, the value of any nugget wears out

completely. In our experiments, we let L = Lmax = 916 as this is

the number of (Chinese) characters in the longest dialogue from

the DCH-1 collection. The benefit of introducing L is discussed

in Section 5.2.

Let N and M denote the number of Customer’s non-goal

nuggets and Helpdesk’s non-goal nuggets identified within a di-

alogue, respectively; for simplicity, let us assume that there is at

most one Customer’s goal nugget (c∗) and at most one Helpdesk’s

goal nugget (h∗) in a dialogue. Let {c1, . . . , cN , c∗} denote the set

of nuggets from Customer’s posts, and let {h1, . . . , hM , h∗} denote

that from Helpdesk’s posts. Let pos(ci) (i ∈ {1, . . . ,N, ∗}) be the

position of nugget ci; pos(h j) ( j ∈ {1, . . . ,M, ∗}) is defined simi-

larly.

Given the gain value of each non-goal nugget (g(ci)), a simple

evaluation measure based solely on Customer’s utterances can be

computed as:

UC =
∑

ci∈{c1,...,cN ,c∗}

g(ci) D(pos(ci)) . (2)

In the present study, we define the gain value of CNUG∗ as

g(c∗) = 1+
∑N

i=1 g(ci). This is an attempt at reflecting the view that

task accomplishment is what matters most. To be more specific,

when the discounting function is ignored and dialogues are re-

garded as sets of nuggets, then having only the goal nugget is bet-

ter than having all the regular nuggets. Similarly, given the gain

value of each non-goal nugget (g(h j)), a measure solely based on

Helpdesk’s utterances can be computed as:

UH =
∑

h j∈{h1,...,hM ,h∗}

g(h j) D(pos(h j)) , (3)

where g(h∗) = 1 +
∑M

j=1 g(h j). Finally, for a given parameter α

(0 ≤ α ≤ 1) that specifies the contribution of Helpdesk’s utter-

ances relative to Customer’s, we can define the following com-

bined measure:

UCHα = (1 − α)UC + αUH . (4)

By default, we use α = 0.5. Note that UCH0.5 is equivalent to

computing a single U-measure score without distinguishing be-

tween Customer’s and Helpdesk’s nuggets. The choice of α is

discussed in Section 5.3.

Since we have three independent nugget annotations per dia-

logue, We tried two approaches to computing a single score for a

given dialogue: Average UCH (AUCH) simply computes a UCH

score each annotator and then takes the average for that dialogue;

Consolidated UCH (CUCH) merges the nuggets from multiple

annotators first and then computes a single UCH score. Due to

lack of space, we only report on results with AUCH, which con-

sistently outperformed CUCH in our experiments.

Table 4 Kendall’s τ between AUCH and average subjective ratings for

DCH-1 (3,700 dialogues), with 95% CIs.

AUCH

TS .267 [.237, .277]

TA .256 [.244, .289]

CS .118 [.097, .141]

HA .414 [.398, .432]

CA .434 [.417, .450]

5. Analysis with UCH

This section addresses the following questions: How does

UCH correlate with subjective ratings? (Section 5.1); Is the pa-

tience parameter L useful for estimating subjective ratings? (Sec-

tion 5.2); and Which utterer plays the major role when estimating

subjective ratings with UCH? (Section 5.3).

In the analysis reported below, we use the z-score of each sub-

jective rating before averaging them over the three annotators.

That is, for each annotator and subjective criterion, we first com-

pute the mean and standard deviation of the raw ratings, and then

process each raw rating by subtracting the mean and then divid-

ing by the standard deviation. This is to remove each annotator’s

inherent scoring tendency.

5.1 Correlation with Subjective Annotations

Table 4 shows the Kendall’s τ values between AUCH and the

average subjective ratings for the DCH-1 collection, with 95%

confidence intervals. It can be observed that AUCH is reason-

ably highly correlated with HA (.414, 95% CI[.398, .432]) and

CA (.434, 95% CI[.417, .450]). That is, even though the inter-

annotator agreement for appropriateness is relatively low (Ta-

ble 2), AUCH manages to estimate the average appropriateness

with reasonable accuracy. On the other hand, the table shows

that the τ between AUCH and CS is very low, albeit statistically

significant (.118, 95% CI[.097, .141]). One possible explanation

for this might be that the CS ratings themselves are not as reli-

able as we would like. First, as we have discussed in Section 3.4,

the annotators are not the actual customers; second, our manual

inspection of some of the dialogues from DCH-0 and DCH-1 sug-

gest that the annotator’s ratings may be influenced by his/her prior

impression of the product/service or the company, rather than the

contents of the particular dialogue in question.

5.2 The Patience Parameter L

As was explained in Section 4, UCH inherits the patience pa-

rameter L from S-measure [12] and U-measure [11], to discount

the value of a nugget based on its position within the dialogue.

As we have mentioned earlier, we let L = Lmax = 916 by default,

as this is the length of the longest dialogue within DCH-1. Using

a small L means that the decay function becomes steep and that

we do not tolerate long dialogues; using an extremely large L is

equivalent to switching off the decay function, thereby treating

the dialogue as a set of nuggets (See Eq. 1).

Fig. 4 shows the effect of L on the τ between average CS and

AUCH. It can be observed that, at least for DCH-1, L = Lmax/4 =

229 seems to be a good choice if AUCH is to be used for esti-

mating customer satisfaction. This suggests that user satisfaction
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Fig. 5 Effect of α on the τ between average subjective ratings and AUCH.

may be linked to user patience, and that considering nugget po-

sitions as UCH does is of some use. However, as was discussed

earlier, the reliability of the CS ratings deserves a closer investi-

gation in our future work.

5.3 The Contribution Parameter α

As Eq. 4 shows, UCH can decide on a balance between Cus-

tomer’s utterances and Helpdesk’s; a small α means that we rely

more on Customer nuggets for computing UCH. Fig. 5 shows the

effect of α on the τ between AUCH and different average subjec-

tive ratings. The trends are the same for TS, TA, CS, and CA: the

smaller the α, the higher the rank correlation. That is, to achieve

the highest τ, it is best to rely entirely on Customer utterances,

i.e., to completely ignore Helpdesk utterances.

Interestingly, however, the trend is different for HA: the curve

for HA suggests that α = 0.5, our default value, is in fact the best

choice. That is, to achieve the highest τ with Helpdesk Appro-

priateness, treating Customer’s and Helpdesk’s nuggets equally

appears to be a good choice. While it is obvious that Helpdesk’s

utterances need to be taken into account in order to estimate

Helpdesk Appropriateness, the curve implies that Customer’s ut-

terances also play an important part in the estimation. These

results suggest that different subjective annotation criteria re-

quires different balances between Customer’s and Helpdesk’s ut-

terances.

6. Conclusions

As an initial step towards evaluating automatic dialogue

systems, we constructed DCH-1, which contains 3,700 real

Customer-Helpdesk multi-turn dialogues mined from Weibo. We

have annotated each dialogue with subjective quality annotations

(TS, TA, CS, HA, and CA) and nugget annotations, with three

annotators per dialogue. In addition, 10% of the dialogues have

been manually translated into English. We described how we

constructed the test collection and the philosophy behind it. We

also proposed UCH, a simple nugget-based evaluation measure

for task-oriented dialogue evaluation, and explored its usefulness

and limitations. Our main findings on UCH based on the DCH-1

collection are as follows.

( 1 ) UCH correlates better with subjective ratings that reflect the

appropriateness of utterances (HA and CA) than with cus-

tomer satisfaction (CS);

( 2 ) The patience parameter L of UCH, which considers the po-

sitions of nuggets within a dialogue, may be a useful feature

for enhancing the correlation with customer satisfaction;

( 3 ) For the majority of our subjective annotation criteria, cus-

tomer utterances seem to play a much more important role

for UCH to achieve high correlations with subjective ratings

than helpdesk utterances do, according to our analysis on the

parameter α.

Our future work includes the following:

• Comparing subjective annotation and nugget annotation in

terms of intra-annotator agreement;

• Investigating the reliability of offline customer satisfaction

ratings by comparing them with real customer ratings col-

lected right after the termination of a helpdesk dialogue;

• Collecting subjective and nugget annotations for the English

subcollection of DCH-1, and comparing across Chinese and

English;

• Devising ways for automatic nugget identification and auto-

matic categorisation of nuggets into different nugget types;

• Running a shared task (e.g., at NTCIR) by treating the

human-human dialogues in DCH-1 as ideal cases to evalu-

ate human-machine dialogues, based on nugget-based mea-

sures, task accomplishment, dialogue breakdown, and possi-

bly other criteria as well.
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